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ABSTRACT This conceptual paper overviews how blockchain technology is involving the operation
of multi-robot collaboration for combating COVID-19 and future pandemics. Robots are a promising
technology for providing many tasks such as spraying, disinfection, cleaning, treating, detecting high body
temperature/mask absence, and delivering goods andmedical supplies experiencing an epidemic COVID-19.
For combating COVID-19, many heterogeneous and homogenous robots are required to perform different
tasks for supporting different purposes in the quarantine area. Managmnt and decentralizing multi-robot
play a vital role in combating COVID-19 by reducing human interaction, monitoring, delivering goods.
Blockchain technology can manage multi-robot collaboration in a decentralized fashion, improve the inter-
action among them to exchange information, share representation, share goals, and trust. We highlight the
challenges and provide the tactical solutions enabled by integrating blockchain and multi-robot collaboration
to combat the COVID-19 pandemic. The proposed conceptual framework can increase the intelligence,
decentralization, and autonomous operations of connected multi-robot collaboration in the blockchain
network. We overview blockchain potential benefits to defining a framework of multi-robot collaboration
applications to combat COVID-19 epidemics such as monitoring and outdoor and hospital End to End
(E2E) delivery systems. Furthermore, we discuss the challenges and opportunities of integrated blockchain,
multi-robot collaboration, and the Internet of Things (IoT) for combating COVID-19 and future pandemics.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, multi-robot collaboration, decentralization, pandemic; quarantine, COVID-19,
smart healthcare, E2E delivery system, infectious diseases.

I. INTRODUCTION
The World Health Organization (WHO) is considered
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) as an international
pandemic epidemic on 11 March 2020. On 16 October 2020,
WHO reported that the number of confirmed COVID-19
cases reached 38789204, and 1095097 confirm deaths [1].
COVID-19 can spread very quickly. Most efforts to control
the spreading COVID-19 have failed; global monitoring of
infected people is highly demanded. Lock-down can reduce
the number of infected people of COVID-19 due to sepa-
rating the infected people from others (avoid interaction).
Furthermore, diagnosis and early detection can decrease
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infected people and better healthcare for infected patients [2].
Advanced technologies have shown their capabilities in
combating the COVID-19 outbreak in early diagnosis, mon-
itoring infected patients, and minimizing the interaction
between staff and infected patients in the hospitals [3].
Many robots have been used for combating the COVID-19
outbreak (autonomous robots, telemedicine robots, and
collaborative robots, mobile robots) to avoid interaction
between humans, monitoring (social distancing, discover
new COVID-19 cases), delivering goods, spray disinfection,
etc[4]. So, swarm robotics is required to perform different
tasks to combat COVID-19 in the quarantine area and hospital
simultaneously.

Management of multi-robot is tedious due to the require-
ment of homogenous and heterogeneous multi-robot to
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collaborate effectively and efficiently. Managing multi-robot
collaboration requires improving energy efficiency [5],
enhancing Quality of Service (QoS) [6], avoiding colli-
sion [5], [7], delivering services efficiently [8] while com-
bating the COVID-19 outbreak. For instance, homogenous
multi-robot collaboration performs the same tasks (i.e., med-
ical/food delivery robots, cleaning robots in hospitals), while
heterogeneous robots are required to perform several tasks
in different environments. Robots can collaborate with smart
devices to perform tasks efficiently, such as the collaboration
of robots and the Internet of Things (IoT) in smart city
applications [8]. However, managing a multi-robot network
needs protocols to perform their complex tasks efficiently.
Furthermore, multi-robot needs to collaborate in sharing
location, purpose, and tasks.

With the support of IoT, cloud/edge computing, and
Artificial Intelligence (AI), multi-robot has become adap-
tive, collaborative, and connected, thereby enabling complex
interactions amongst robots. Multi-robot collaboration inter-
acts with each other to exchange information, share repre-
sentation, goals, independent subtasks, and mutual learning
adaption and trust. Multi-robot collaboration may face the
disconnectivity issue because of communication challenges
or navigational during task performance. For instance, mal-
functioning in centralized multi-robot collaboration stops
updating all robots to collaborate based on sharing infor-
mation and goals. Managing tolerance network partition-
ing requires decentralized robot collaboration. If robot
malfunctioning occurs, other robots in the swarm will
continue sharing and updating their actions to perform tasks
efficiently. However, many challenges still exist to impede
the widespread adoption of multiple large-scale robots (e.g.,
swarm robotics [9], including robot network architecture,
supervision of robots, scalability, controlling, network par-
titioning, malfunctioning, and time and energy efficiency.
Many techniques are used to solve existing challenges such
as learning, distributed decision making, blockchain, etc.

Distributed Decision-Making algorithms (DDM) have
been applied in the development of robotics applications such
as collection mapping [10], dynamic task allocation [11],
avoiding obstacles [12]. However, DDM algorithms are an
open problem in deploying massive numbers of robots [13].
Furthermore, flexible and autonomous multi-robot decision
making using DDM algorithms are needed to tackle the new
wave of challenges facing the industry. However, blockchain
ensures that all robots in a decentralized network and share
an identical state. For example, blockchain creates a dis-
tributed voting among multi-robot that is required to reach an
agreement.

Moreover, blockchain technology achieves collaboration
models between heterogeneous robots in a multi-robot
system [14]. Further, blockchain technology adoption in
distributed decision making can provide operators and
maintainers with multi-robot collaboration. Furthermore,
blockchain is used widely over AI due to its unique
advantages in surveillance [15]. The advantages of

blockchain include decentralized, immutable, deterministic
data integrity [16]. Because of all transactions and agree-
ments store in blockchain, there is no requirement for invest-
ing time in training and learning phases in joining new
robots tomulti-robot collaboration [14]. Then, new robots can
synchronize automatically with multi-robot via downloading
all previously-stored historical events from the blockchain.

Various works have proposed using blockchain to facilitate
collaboration robots [14], [17], [18]. With blockchain, inde-
pendent robots can reach consensus without a central con-
troller. Smart contracts provide great potential to enable more
secure [17], autonomous, flexible, and even profitable [19]
robotic operations [20]. Combating the COVID-19 outbreak
requires automatic robots to collaborate with each other in a
decentralized fashion without human intervention during task
performance. Task performance needs dynamic data collec-
tion from the quarantine area. Therefore, the collaboration
of multi-robot automation is required for decentralized net-
works to increase the efficiency to combat COVID-19. Here,
blockchain can store data efficiently, enhance security, and
share automation transactions between autonomous multi-
robot collaboration [21]. Furthermore, blockchain helps
robots to participate in performing actions, making decisions,
planning activities collaboratively. Therefore, the combina-
tion of blockchain and automated multi-robot collaboration
is essentially required for combating COVID-19.

Figure.1 illustrates the advantages of blockchain technol-
ogy for solving multi-robot collaboration issues to combat
COVID-19. There are many ways for robots to avoid the
COVID-19 outbreak by monitoring and guiding people in
the quarantine area, avoiding interaction in the hospital,
and avoiding interaction in the quarantine area. In moni-
toring and guiding people, robots are used to produce an
alarm to separate people gathering, detect people with the
absent mask, spray disinfection, and detect high temper-
atures of the infected person of COVID-19 disease. For
avoiding interaction, robots are used in hospitals to spray
disinfection, cleaning, testing, and End to End (E2E) sys-
tem for delivering food/medical. While avoiding interaction
in the quarantine area, robots are used for E2E delivery
(i.e., medicine, foods, and sample tests, etc.), disinfection.
In the above cases, blockchain is used to turn alert, share
information, decentralization their work, update robot and
load status, share location during robot navigation, etc.
Consensus algorithms and sharding techniques are required
to improve blockchain’s performance in transaction speed,
scalability, network partitioning, and malfunctioning robots.
Therefore, multi-robot can collaborate to combat COVID-19
effectively and efficiently, indoor (hospital) and outdoor
(quarantine area).

The current research is still at an early stage. The focus
is mainly to verify how to apply blockchain technology in
managing multi-robot that can perform different tasks for
different purposes in combating the COVID-19 outbreak.
While the results so far are positive, many open challenges
address in this paper. Most solutions require each robot to
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process transactions and store the world state equally, just like
the normal blockchain systems do. This makes the research
on blockchain for improving multi-robot collaboration a very
relevant and strategical topic for combating COVID-19.

A. MOTIVATION
Practicing social distance, avoiding interaction, and staying
at home reduce infected people of COVID-19 and spread
COVID-19. To apply them in real-world (in a quarantine
area and hospital), quarantined people needs for emerging
technologies to participating in (i) E2E delivery system,
(ii) monitoring gathering people and detecting absence mask
(iii) detecting infected people from long distance, (iv) spray
disinfection, etc. Robots are used for different purposes
(spraying, disinfection, monitoring, cleaning, detecting, med-
ical testing, and delivering goods) to combat the COVID-19
outbreak. Several robots in the hospital, such as cleaning
robots, testing robots, spray disinfection robots, delivering
medicine, and food robots. To perform tasks collaboratively
and efficiently in real-time, multi-robot needs to be managed
and controlled to succeed in their tasks without collision
or delay.

Furthermore, in a multi-robot collaboration network,
centralized control suffers from a single point of failure,
whereas decentralized control suffers from lacking global
knowledge. Therefore, decision making in the centralization
robots network takes a long time for controlling multi-robot
during task performance, and the collision between robots
may occur due to delay in the time response. Decentralized
improves the performance of the robots and reduces the
time spent on doing tasks. Furthermore, sharing information
is essential to support multi-robot collaboration for opera-
tion in environmental exchange, uncertain conditions, and
external disturbances. A successful solution for multi-robot
interaction issues to perform tasks and record event history
by blockchain can improve multi-robot interaction efficiency
during combating COVID-19 in the hospital and the quaran-
tine area. Therefore, implementing blockchain in multi-robot
is required to increase interaction between robots via support-
ing information exchange with high trust, detecting malfunc-
tioning, helping robots detect performance issues, reaching
a consensus, deploying distributed solutions, and allocating
plans and tasks, and joint missions.

B. CONTRIBUTION AND SCOPE
COVID-19 outbreak is rapidly and becomes very dangerous
due to killing so many people in the world. The convergence
of several advanced digital technologies plays a critical role
in combating and controlling the outbreak of COVID-19.
Therefore, using robots for combating COVID-19 makes
the research on blockchain for improving multi-robot col-
laboration a very relevant and strategical topic. For com-
bating the COVID-19 outbreak efficiently and effectively,
managing homogenous and heterogenous robots, collabo-
ration is necessary to avoid a collision, reduce response
time, transaction speed, and aid scientists in detecting

and identifying infected cases earlier. Furthermore, due to
increasing the number of robots for combating COVID-19 in
different ways in need, robots are suffering from global infor-
mation, collision, malfunction, controlling collaboration,
and so on.

This conceptual research proposes focusing on the
avoidance network partitioning, improving the scalability
of multi-robot, controlling the performance, contributing
clearly, andmore effectively to combating COVID-19 tasks in
the quarantine area. As the difference of previous research on
the same topic, this researchmainly focuses on blockchain for
managing a multi-robot collaboration to combat COVID-19
outbreak in the quarantine areas. Blockchain makes data
public for all robots in a network, enables robots to log
information, and delivers robot relations to all neighbors’
robots. We focus mainly on discussing challenges in multi-
robot collaboration and how to develop a decentralized ledger
platformwith corresponding algorithms to enablemulti-robot
collaboration with a tolerance of network partition and mal-
functioning robots as follow:
• Multi-robot collaboration management and control-
ling:We discuss the proposed blockchain technology as
a critical solution framework for managing and con-
trolling multi-robot collaboration to combat COVID-19.
Blockchain is proposed to control homogenous and het-
erogeneous robots to avoid collision during operation in
uncertain conditions and environment exchanges. Each
robot is sharing information with others via a smart con-
tract. Then, robot action and behavior can be changed
accordingly until performing a specific task (combat-
ing COVID-19) effectively and efficiently. RobotChain
is decentralized, which can handle a large number of
transactions that are produced from multi-robot per sec-
ond. Therefore, it notes that the interaction among
multi-robot collaboration can increase efficiency to
combat COVID-19.

• Decentralized of multi-robot collaboration:
Blockchain is a decentralization network in which
multi-robot collaboration suffers. Moreover, blockchain
helps the robots to process the transaction and store
the world state equally. In the case of a malfunction-
ing robot, multi-robot collaboration can perform their
task efficiently. Furthermore, joining a new robot is
more accessible by copying the smart contract and
starting sharing events in the blockchain. Due to the
decentralization feature that blockchain offers, join-
ing a new robot and malfunctioning robot cannot
affect multi-robot collaboration’s performance to com-
bat COVID-19. Here, we discuss realistic multi-robot
collaboration characteristics for combating COVID-19
and how to develop the consensus algorithms consid-
ering consistency based on the current status. Further,
we discuss the consensus algorithms with dynamic
sharding technique to increase blockchain scalability so
that the transaction processing and world state is limited
in the sharing range.
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FIGURE 1. Blockchain solutions for improving multi-robot collaboration to combat COVID-19.

• Monitoring quarantine area:We explore the proposed
framework of multi-robot collaboration application for
detecting high body temperature, spraying disinfection,
and detecting mask absence during monitoring quar-
antine area. In this framework scenario, blockchain is
used for sharing information to support the interaction
of heterogeneous multi-robot collaboration. For detect-
ing high body temperature and mask absence, detection
protocol can be prepared by deep learning and stored
in a smart contract. In the case of mask absence detec-
tion, the robot will update location and register in the
blockchain, while the blockchain turn on alert of guid-
ing the person to follow the restrictions of quarantine.
In the case of high body temperature detection, the robot
location will be updated to the blockchain. The spray
infection robot will come and perform spraying disinfec-
tion, announce robot will speak the guideline, while the
self-driver robot will take an infected case to the hospital
to ensure infected cases using a testing robot.

• Quarantine E2E delivery system: We address the
proposed framework solution for delivering medi-
cal supplies and foods/goods to the quarantine area
using blockchain and multi-robot collaboration. Fur-
thermore, the proposed framework architecture consists
of the donate layer (market, pharmacy), blockchain
layer, and received layer/customer layer (order goods
and medicine). The transport robot carries customers’
orders based on blockchain encrypt data (path, receiver,
robot ID, and location). A smart contract veri-
fies and executes robot status between denoting and
customer/receiver. The robot performs the transport
task and keeps updating location to the smart con-
tract in blockchain for notifying denote and cus-
tomer/receiver. As soon as the transport robot delivers

an order, it will update the status ‘‘delivery reaches
successfully’’ to the blockchain.

• Hospital E2E delivery system:We address blockchain
and multi-robot collaboration as proposed framework
solutions for the hospital’s E2E delivery system. The
proposed framework solution can serve quarantined peo-
ple in the hospital without hospital staff interaction.
To avoid collision and decrease interaction between hos-
pital staff and patients, all robots must be connected to
the blockchain network. A medicine delivery or food
delivery robot updates its location to the blockchain,
while a smart contract shares it with all robots in the
blockchain network until the robot reaches the goal.
In smart hospitals, smart IoT devices at the door must
be the node of the blockchain network and get updates
of the specific robot from a smart contract. Smart IoT
devices can help if a patient can not open the room
door due to the critical case of COVID-19. It notes that
combining blockchain, multi-robot collaboration, and
smart IoT technologies can satisfy the patient’s qual-
ity of experience and combat COVID-19 by reducing
human interaction in the hospital.

The rest of the paper is organized, as shown in Figure.2.
Multi-robot collaboration and COVID-19 and blockchain for
multi-robot collaboration are discussed deeply in sections II
and III. Section IV and V are introduced to the proposed
framework solutions and application domains, while discus-
sion and conclusion are presented in sections VI and VII,
respectively.

II. RELATED WORK
Digital technologies play a vital role in fighting COVID
early, monitoring during COVID-19 outbreak and recovery.
Advanced digital technologies include IoT, robots, AI, big
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FIGURE 2. Paper structure.

data, drones, 5G, cloud computing, and blockchain, used
for surveillance, monitoring, prevention, and detection of
COVID-19 [4], [22]–[26]. IoT technology is considered for
combating the COVID-19 outbreak [27]. The authors of [28]
applied blockchain for multi-robot to reach consensus even
if Byzantine robots exist. Moreover, the authors of [29] dis-
cussed how the combination of blockchain and IoT are help-
ing infected people with COVID-19 disease. IoT devices are
allocated in the infected person’s body for remote monitor-
ing, while blockchain is used to secure gathered information
and regulate the medical distribution network. The authors
of [30] introduced robotics and smart wearable to facili-
tate containment, prevention, and mitigation COVID-19. The
combination of robotics, smart wearable, AI, and autonomy
can meet the potential system, safer and more efficient for
care delivery. Furthermore, [31] described robotics’ role in
the healthcare domain to control the spreading COVID-19.
Also, the authors of [32] addressed the decision making for
public safety management, which is suitable for controlling
the COVID-19 outbreak.

Communication among multi-robot is required for data
collection, while AI is considered for processing data effi-
ciently [33]. The authors of [34] introduced game theory for
wireless communication based on gathered data from differ-
ent environments. For gathering data from the robot environ-
ment, adaptive blockchain technology is required for power
consumption and used for improving the battery life of robots
during fighting the COVID-19 outbreak [35]. The authors
of [36] introduced a multi-group SEIRA model for spread-
ing COVID-19 among populations’ heterogeneous features.
In [37], studied the dynamics spreading of COVID-19
in Brazil (Rio de Ja Neiro state) using a susceptible-
infectious-quarantine-recovered model. The results showed
that social distancing rules led to a decrease in the rate
of growing COVID-19 cases. For modeling COVID-19,
the authors of [38] applied a non-singular fractional-order
derivative to investigate the model for calculating COVID-19
disease’s transmissibility. In [39], the authors discussed the

forecasting and modeling of epidemic COVID-19 and
beyond. For tracking COVID-19, blockchain plays a vital
role in ensuring the transparency of the epidemic information,
the epidemic materials traceability [40]. The authors of [41]
highlighted the challenges which have been raised during
COVID-19. Furthermore, they addressed blockchain as a
critical technology for solving highlighted challenges (i.e.,
contact tracing, patient information sharing, disaster relief,
automated surveillance, etc.).

Blockchain adapted to support interacting and changing
multi-robot behavior in the network to perform many events
quickly [42]. The authors of [43] proposed blockchain-based
decentralized and secured connected autonomous vehicle
architecture. For robot supervision and control, it is difficult
to collect data from a large number of robots. Consequently,
robot supervision using partial knowledge extracted from
the data may be error-prone. However, blockchain uses to
improve the multi-robot system’s global data, which leads to
easier maintenance and higher productivity. Multi-robot sys-
tems have comprehensive application scenarios, especially in
dangerous, unknown, unreached, or hazardous environments,
e.g., humanitarian demining, search and rescue, public safety
management [32], surveillance [17], and quarantine area [44].
The consensus problem is fundamental in multi-robot coordi-
nation to achieve a common view of theworld or converge to a
single decision [45]. In many scenarios, centralized control is
not practical, and robots have to communicate with each other
in a peer-to-peermanner.Managingmulti-robot collaboration
for different purposes using blockchain is essential to perform
specific tasks effectively and efficiently in real-time [46].

In [14], the authors presented the benefits of inte-
grating blockchain into a multi-robot system, including
security, distributed decision making, robots, behavior differ-
entiation, and new business models. Furthermore, blockchain
technology makes robots work in dynamic environments
without changing the behavior, controlling robots for legal
responsibility, and ensuring safety in each robot in aswarm
robots. The authors of [18] presented a blockchain frame-
work as a communication scheme for securing a ride-sharing
service between passenger and autonomous vehicles trust-
worthy and dependable. In [17], the authors proposed an
Ethereum based collective decision-making approach for
swarm robotics systems (with byzantine robots) in searching
for a best-of-2 problem. The approach is compared with a
classical approach, i.e., Probabilistic Finite State Machine
(PFSM) [47]. The results showed that the classic algorithm
breaks down even when the number of byzantine robots is
small, whereas the blockchain-based approach provides a
robust solution. Strobel [17] introduced a Proof-of-Concept
(PoC) that improves the swarm robot’s security and stability
and identifies byzantine robots from the swarm using a smart
contract blockchain technology. Also, the robots collabo-
ration performance’s decision-making was discussed in the
absence and presence of byzantine robots.

Blockchain can provide a transparent and immutable robot
network that can efficiently mitigate attacks and threats.
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Blockchain plays a vital role in multi-robot applications to
improve interaction efficiency between robots via support-
ing information exchange with high trust, reach consensus,
change robot behavior and tasks, and deploy joint missions
and distributed solutions [48]. Blockchain applications, chal-
lenges, and opportunities are discussed in detail in [49]–[51].
A blockchain can also serve as a shared knowledge base and
audit log [52] that can be analyzed to improve the system
performance. Furthermore,

In [53], it focused on access control of decentralized
robotic networks to create a trusted management model to
enhance each node’s reputation. RobotChain [54] a decen-
tralized ledger for recording robot events; the smart contract
was managing multi-robot with processing data by Oracle.
The advantages of blockchain for managing a multi-robot
system should be to fulfill decentralization, scalability, con-
sensus, trust, immutability, transparency, autonomy, accessi-
bility, and consistency [55].

The authors of [56] explored the need for blockchain tech-
nology for managing the collaboration in heterogenousmulti-
robots. Furthermore, consensus algorithms were discussed
with disadvantages for each algorithm, while sharding tech-
niques were explained to improve the blockchain network’s
scalability. The authors of [57] introduced consensus algo-
rithms in order to improve transaction speed applications.
They found that the Dynamic-reputation Practical Byzan-
tine Fault Tolerance (DPBFT) algorithm was efficient for
real-time transactions of consensus algorithms in the energy
domain. In [9], the authors implement a distributed ledger
system for swarm robotics using BigchainDB to demonstrate
the feasibility. The system includes Parrot AR Drone 2.0 and
Parrot Jumping Night ground drones. In [58], the authors pro-
pose a partition tolerant distributed ledger protocol for swarm
robotics named SwarmDAG. SwarmDAG uses a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) structured distributed ledger to enable
robot swarms to achieve eventual consistency. It employs
memberships in different partitions to achieve consensus
within each partition.

Furthermore, BigchainDB [59] provides higher transaction
speed to solve scalability than Bitcoin blockchain [60]. How-
ever, Machine Learning (ML) processes transactions for a
long time to run, and therefore, transaction speed by using
blockchain becomes negligible. Table.1 shows multi-robot
collaboration and COVID-19 issues and blockchain efforts
as the best solutions. No work has been done based on
blockchain for multi-robot collaboration to combat the
COVID-19 outbreak.

RobotChain [61] proposes a robot action recording system
by using a private Tezos blockchain. The recorded events can
be deciding robot actions in conflicting situations, monitor-
ing, and tuning robot performance. DezCom [62] proposes
a decentralized message broker for industry 4.0 scenarios
focusing on robot collaborations. The system is implemented
on top of robots running the Robot Operating System (ROS)
using the Tendermint consensus protocol. In [63], the authors
described the mapping protocol of blockchain for distributed

multiple robot systems. The protocol was developed based
on designing an embedded system with considering options
and trade-offs for implementing blockchain. Furthermore,
blockchain was integrated with swarm robotics communi-
cation to avoid network partitions due to communication
channels or robot navigation in an experiential environment
to perform tasks efficiently [58]. SwarmDAG enabled the
management of network partitions and maintained a dis-
tributed ledger. The benefits of using blockchain in swarm
robotics were discussed in [17], which are byzantine agents
and data robustness structure to wrong data. In [61] intro-
duces blockchain technology as a suitable solution to prevent
unwanted behavior changes in robot actions. The blockchain
ledger improved the productivity of the factory. The exper-
imental work was in the platform of Tezos blockchain for
robot automation and capability. Blockchain is an efficient
securing transaction, which allows the decentralization of
information in homogenous and heterogeneous registries
among all homogenous and heterogeneous robots.

The existing works need homogenous and heterogeneous
robots with different processing and storage capabilities in
the blockchain network to perform different tasks to combat
COVID-19. However, multi-robot requires the collaboration
concept to effectively and efficiently avoid the challenges and
perform the tasks in real-time. The challenges of multi-robot
collaboration include global knowledge, network partition-
ing, scalability, and controlling. This conceptual framework
addresses multi-robot collaboration by using blockchain.

III. MULTI-ROBOT COLLABORATION AND COVID-19
Robots could reduce infection cases and mortality among
health care staff, hoping to provide efficient medical assis-
tance. Robots are being deployed to combat COVID-19 by
enforcing quarantine restrictions by delivering medical and
food, cutting the disease risk of interaction between people,
and remotely disinfecting hospitals [64]. In China, robots are
deployed in private and public places, including Guangzhou,
Shanghai, and Guiyang, to detect absent masks and high body
temperature [65]. For example, a robot carries a loudspeaker
to guide individuals remotely in the quarantine area [66];
a high-resolution camera to detect absence mask [67]; a
thermal camera to detect body temperature and identifying
infected of COVID-19 [68], [69]; and delivering goods and
medical supplies (i.e., foods, medicine, and transport patient
samples from hospital to disease center, transport medical
supplies, and test samples) [70]. Previously, it has been used
to prevent diseases such as Malaria (detect, catch, and take
blood samples of mosquitoes) [71].

Collaboration is a new concept in which every robot in
group robots share its idea about the environment and event,
as shown in figure.3. It illustrates the collaboration between
robots based on exchanging information, sharing represen-
tation, sharing the task, independent sub-tasks, adaptation,
and trust. Interaction among robots relies on information
exchanged. Each robot operates in separate sub-tasks inde-
pendently. The action performance is independent of each
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TABLE 1. Multi-robot collaboration and COVID-19 challenges with blockchain efforted solutions.
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FIGURE 3. Multi-robot collaboration concept.

robot agreement. Collaboration occurs when every robot
depends on other robots to succeed and reach the goal effec-
tively and efficiently. Autonomous multi-robot collaboration
can perform tasks and build plans without humans interven-
tions, which can apply with unlimited applications. There-
fore, autonomous multi-robot collaboration is required to
combat COVID-19 due to their operations without humans
intervention. The advantages of autonomous multi-robot col-
laboration include easily scalable, failure of robot would not
result in the group and performing task, better adaptability
to the environment, less memory, less processing power, bet-
ter options for exception controlling, and less capability for
individual robots. The authors of [72] applied a collaborative
control approach for robot collaboration to perform a com-
mon task and achieve a common goal without centralization
control. Furthermore, activities and tasks for more than one
robot are recognized effectively and efficiently [73].

A. MULTI-ROBOT CATEGORIES
Regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, robots are categorized
into autonomous robots [74], [75], collaborative robots [76],
mobile robots, and Telerobots [30], while the function of each
category is shown in the figure. 4.

a. Autonomous robots - have been worked without
human interactions at the time of quarantine. Therefore,
autonomous robots can be done without any contact
between an infected person and hospital staff.

b. Collaborative robots - are known as Cobots, which
can decrease healthcare staff and track healthcare staff
interactions with an infected person.

c. Telerobot - operates remotely and can be used for
remote diagnosis, treatment of an infected person with-
out human interaction. For instance, doctors and nurses

FIGURE 4. Robots categories for combating COVID-19.

can measure the temperature of the infected person of
COVID-19 remotely.

d. Mobile robots - they work in a hospital and quaran-
tined area to perform autonomous tasks efficiently.

This article focuses on Multi-robot collaboration to combat
COVID-19, presented by more than two robots in the same
scene. According to combating COVID-19, multi-robot col-
laboration can be divided into two categories:
• Homogenous multi-robot collaboration: multi-robot has
to perform common tasks (delivering, cleaning, spraying
disinfection, etc.) from the same family for the same pur-
pose. For combating COVID-19 in the hospital, delivery
robots are delivering food from the kitchen to rooms.
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Delivery robots should collaborate to deliver food to all
rooms by avoiding collisions and reduce energy con-
sumption. They need to maintain the robustness at a
required level, especiallywith hacked robots, noisy com-
munication channels. Furthermore, multi-robot needs
to complete the specified tasks within time and avoid
human interaction.

• Heterogeneous multi-robot collaboration: multi-robot
has to perform common tasks (delivering, cleaning,
and spraying disinfection, etc.), from different families,
shape, and size for a different purpose in the same
space. For combating COVID-19 in hospital, heteroge-
neous multi-robot collaborates with each other in the
same space according to their independent subtasks (i.e.,
cleaning robots and testing robots, spraying disinfection
robots, delivery robots, cleaning robots, etc.). Hence,
heterogeneous multi-robot can combat COVID-19 in the
hospital or quarantine area within time and avoid human
interaction.

B. FORMALIZATION
We have defined multi-robot collaboration categories in the
previous subsection; here, we address more formal classifi-
cation models.
Definition1. Homogenous Multi-robot collaboration is

defined as a group of robots from the same family to combat
COVID-19 in the quarantine area. HMi is a sub-task provided
by robot i and presenting as:

HM1
HM2
. . ....
HMi

 (HM1 ∩ HM1 ∩ . . . . . . . ∩ HMi =∈) (1)

Definition2. Multi-robot collaboration for multiple
sub-tasks to combat COVID-19 in time predefine as set
MHMi, where MHMi is the sub-task provided by robots i
and present as: 

MHM1
MHM2
. . ....
MHMi

 (2)

Definition3. Heterogeneous multi-robot collaboration is
defined as HHMj for performing many tasks in the same
space to combat COVID-19 in time with energy efficiency,
where HHMi is the tasks provide by multi-robot jth, and
HMi the sub-task provided by Robot ith. It represents in the
following form: 

HHM1
HHM2
. . ....
HHMj
HM1
HM2
. . ....
HMi


(3)

Table.2 shows many robots are used to combat COVID-19,
such as delivery robot DR, monitoring robot MR, broadcast-
ing robot BR, cleaning robot CR, spray disinfection robot SR,
cooking robot ChR, high body temperature robot TR, absent
mask robot AR. Furthermore, RiH refers to the robots that
can be used in smart hospital, while RiQ refers to robots that
can be used in quarantine areas. Then, multi-robot needs to
collaborate to combat COVID-19 in hospital CRiH and the
quarantine area CRiQ. At the same time, CnR and DcR refer
to control and decentralized, respectively. Every robot is used
for performing the task, while many robots are required to
combat COVID-19. These robots need to be managed and
decentralized to combat COVID-19, as shown in the func-
tions below.

COVID− 19 = Avoidinteraction + Socialdistance + Stayhome
(4)

Stayhome = DR + Sd (5)

Socialdistance = DR +MR + BR (6)

Avoidinteraction = RiH + RiQ (7)

RiH = CR +MR + SR + ChR + AR + Sd + DR + TR (8)

RiQ = DR +MR + SR + TR + AR + BR (9)

CRiH = CR +MR + SR + ChR + AR + Sd + DR + TR
+CnR + DcR (10)

CRiQ = DR +MR + SR + TR + AR + BR
+CnR + DcR (11)

C. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This article focuses on using a multi-robot for combating
COVID-19, which is much more complicated than using only
one robot. As multi-robot working together in the same area,
the complexity level increases according to the task’s task
and area. Therefore, multi-robot is sharing the combating
COVID-19 and performing different sub-tasks (cleaning,
spray disinfection, delivering food and medicine, detect-
ing and tracking specific activity, etc.) collaboratively and
efficiently.

IV. BLOCKCHAIN FOR MULTI-ROBOT COLLABORATION
Blockchain technology is growing exponentially in the
robotics field due to allowing robots to conduct transac-
tions without a central authority. Therefore, it provides data
decentralized, accessibility, immutability, irreversibility, and
non-repudiation features. Above features make blockchain
probably one of the promising and breakthrough technolo-
gies [77]. In most robotic swarms, the robot has infor-
mation about itself or its neighbor robots; however, using
blockchain for robotic swarms can provide global informa-
tion to all robots in the blockchain technology network.
Therefore, blockchain can be helpful for robotics applica-
tions in the current world. The importance of global infor-
mation in robotic swarms can lead to appreciating decision
making, efficient task performance, easier maintenance. The
authors of [21] introduced a blockchain-based protocol for
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TABLE 2. Robot function for combating COVID-19.

coordinating and controlling multi-agent in drones. There-
fore, blockchain technology enables the drones to log infor-
mation concerning time, location, resources, and delivery
date among swarm robots to avoid collisions, making data
public for all robots.

A swarm of robots serves and monitors many people in the
quarantine area for several purposes in need. Swarm robots
need collaboration in order to share their locations, purpose,
and tasks. The authors of [78] explained the development
of intelligent multi-robot priority to perform various tasks
autonomously. The collaboration of heterogenous robots
shares sensitive information among them in the same envi-
ronment [79]. Furthermore, swarm robots’ tasks need a col-
lective decision, in which decision-making issues are divided
into task allocation and consensus achievement [80]. In the
following subsection, we discuss blockchain, RobotChain,
smart contract, blockchain for homogenous and heteroge-
neous multi-robot collaboration.

A. BLOCKCHAIN
Currently, blockchain technology has been disruptive in aca-
demic and industrial domains. The main reason behind using
blockchain in the robotic field is finding an optimal model,
which can reach consensus over a reliable multi-robot net-
work. Digital ledger represents blockchain and is designed
in a decentralized fashion. It stores information that rep-
resents transactions. A smart contract is implemented over
blockchain due to it decentralizes data with security. There-
fore, accepted transaction into blockchain becomes secure
and valid. The authors of [81] summarized the most crucial
consensus algorithm characteristics and used them. The con-
sensus algorithms include Proof of Work (PoW), Delegated
Proof of Stake (DPoS), Proof of Stake (PoS), Practical Byzan-
tine Fault Tolerance (PBFT), PoC, Proof of Burn (PoB), etc.
Blockchain classification with features is shown in figure.5.
The combination of blockchain and multi-robot makes multi-
robot ease of scaling, robustness against failure, operation
more secure, autonomous, flexible, and even profitable.
Blockchain can manage the robots traffic efficiently. Figure.6
illustrates the combination of blockchain and multi-robot
to improve the formulating the tasks, distribute decision-
making, authentication, automate tasks, and action valida-
tion. Distributed decision making by voting is challenged by
multi-robot collaboration. Blockchain is an efficient solution
for distributed decision making. Simultaneously, developed
smart contracts in blockchain for multi-robot collaboration
can be built for proposing actions and formulating the tasks

FIGURE 5. Blockchain types and features.

in bytecode. Then, multi-robot can collaborate with each
other to vote for efficient and adaptive action based on both
voting and formulating tasks in bytecode. For action valida-
tion, robots can check each other such as locations, states,
and actions. In the case of robots sending incorrect data,
the sharding technique can be used to solve the validator
issue’s performance and avoid consensus to perform the
wrong action. Therefore, the information process is reduced
due to the validator coordinate for the shard. For the auto-
mated task, the blockchain has distributed consensus is use-
ful for dispatching, assigning, and executing tasks between
multi-robot collaboration. A smart contract can improve the
authentication of multi-robot collaboration.

1) BLOCKCHAIN FOR HOMOGENOUS MULTI-ROBOT
COLLABORATION
Blockchain plays a vital role in managing robot traffic effi-
ciently with high accuracy. Furthermore, it helps secure
robots’ operations, ensure robots stay on track (no crash,
no harm, no injuring), and have not diverged private infor-
mation. The authors of [21] introduced the blockchain
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FIGURE 6. Blockchain for multi-robot collaboration.

technology-based efficient protocol to coordinate multi-robot
in robots. The importance of using blockchain technology
was to update robots’ real-time location while delivering
goods andmedical supplies. For combating COVID-19, avoid
a collision is required. Due to public data in the blockchain,
each robot can access other robots status, as shown in fig-
ure.7. Multi-robot can update location, status, environment,
and event in blockchain and share decision-making collabo-
ratively in real-time with energy efficiency.

2) BLOCKCHAIN FOR HETEROGENEOUS MULTI-ROBOT
COLLABORATION
Many robots are used for combating COVID-19 in hospi-
tals, including autonomous spray disinfectant robots, med-
ical tests robots, hospital robots, UltraViolet Disinfection
(UVD) robots, etc. Hospital robots are developed to
detect body temperature and maintain access control [82].
An autonomous spray disinfection robot is used in multiple
forms to perform tasks in every corner of the quarantine area.
UVD robots can move indoors (i.e., around patient rooms)
and outdoor (i.e., school and hospital campus) autonomously,
shining the right amount of UV-C light needed to kill specific
bacteria viruses in the patient room [83]. Furthermore, robots
were deployed to deliver food inside the Hangzhou, China
hotel to avoid stuff service dangerous [84]. Robots are deliv-
ering items to people who are quarantined at home.

Robot manufacturers join fighting COVID-19 by creating
autonomous models during navigation and assisting humans
in cleaning surfaces where virus particles can spread among
an infected population. Robots can deploy for disinfection,
delivermedications/food, autonomous spray disinfectant, and
clean the floors [85] and detect body temperature in public
areas. Developed disinfected robots help to detect high risk,
high touch areas, and clean continuously. Measuring robots
is used to measure an obstacle’s size and then relay infor-
mation about the obstacle to manipulating robots to make
a decision accordingly. Here, blockchain stores all histor-
ical information about proposed robots for performing the
task. Furthermore, blockchain-enables multi-robot to provide
security in the presence of malicious robots, exclude and
detect byzantine robots from contributing to consensus in
historical action in the distributed ledger [17].

B. ROBOTCHAIN
RobotChain system is proposed based on the blockchain
to register robots’ events in a secure and trustworthy man-
ner [86]. The architecture of blockchain-based RobotChain
is shown in Figure.8. RobotChain includes robots, a control
unit, and a decentralized blockchain network. The control unit
includes a monitoring robot, blockchain clients, and a control
robot.Multi-robot can form a robot cluster in order to perform
combating COVID-19 either in the hospital or outdoor. The
robot body consists of many sensors to gather biological data.

Furthermore, multi-robot requires connecting with the
control unit to send gathered data, robot event status, and
receiving commands. The controlling unit can interact with a
multi-robot for gathering data. It is responsible for receiving
gathered data, sending commands, and controlling the robot’s
behavior. It works to send both hashed data and original data
to the blockchain network. A decentralized blockchain net-
work can be used for resilience and data validation. It is used
for a few purposes, i.e., data gathered from robots, commands
from the control unit, and integrity protection. Therefore,
blockchain helps multi-robot collaboration in the quarantine
area to collect data from robots, respond from the control
system, store data in a distributed fashion to ensure stability,
share data and decentralize to perform decision-making in
real-time.

RobotChain main characteristics are including easy
verification, self-amending, consensus algorithms. It is the
support of easy verification of smart contracts. Simultane-
ously, self-amending allows the changes to be performed by
voting the chain on the blockchain. Furthermore, the pro-
cess of self-amended is helpful when a change in protocol
is required for minor changes. Consensus algorithms are
essential to deal with big data, where time and energy are
required to validate transactions efficiently. RobotChain is
an approach in which applications can be created on the top
using Oracles or by inserting smart contracts with different
actions on the blockchain.

C. SMART CONTRACTS
A smart contract is a digital and automatic transaction pro-
tocol (rules of contract) placed in a specific address in
blockchain to perform processes accordingly. The protocol
is deployed in blockchain [87] and can self-execute as the
agreement is met. A smart contract can perform calcula-
tions, storage information, transfer, etc., automatically [88].
Furthermore, it can support polymorphism and inheri-
tance [89]. Data authorization rules, functions, and processes
are embedded in smart contracts. Therefore, decentralized
can be managed via smart contracts, which can reduce the
managing cost processes significantly. Evaluation and devel-
opment are types of smart contracts. Evaluation is including
code analysis and performance, while the performance of
development can be under development.

Ethereum addressed Solidity [90] as a language (includ-
ing code instructions and event state (data) like the ini-
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FIGURE 7. Robot access all robots state in blockchain.

FIGURE 8. RobotChain communication architecture and operation.

tial, intermediate, and also final) in order to implement
smart contracts. Furthermore, the authors of [90] introduced
smart contracts as part of the Ethereum virtual machine.
Ethereum virtual machine is an isolated environment,

while accessing data among smart contracts is limited.
The transactions contain outputs of smart contract code.
Transactions code execute within the Ethereum virtual
machine.
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A smart contract is capable of actions, including data col-
lection, processing, and adopting specific solutions. A smart
contract on the blockchain; the contract is formulated in the
programming language. The smart contract transfers to a
blockchain, which will be automatically self-executed as the
agreement is reached. Once the specific event occurs and the
transaction reaches the smart contract, the blockchain dis-
tributed virtual machine executes the program’s code. A new
party can join a smart contract and initiate automatic execu-
tion via meeting specific historical conditions.

V. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK SOLUTIONS
Regarding combat COVID-19, we focus on identifying the
challenges in multi-robot collaboration. Then, we discuss
the tactical solutions offered by using blockchain technology
for identified challenges. Thus, we address proposed frame-
work solutions by using blockchain for multi-robot collabo-
ration challenges in combating COVID-19. We mainly focus
on controlling and decentralized multi-robot collaboration.
Then, we address multi-robot collaboration applications in
the monitoring quarantine areas and E2E delivery system
outdoor and inside hospitals.

A. CONTROLLING MULTI-ROBOT TO COMBAT COVI
The proposed network architecture is by developing novel
techniques for controlling robots inmulti-robot collaboration.
As the decentralized ledger, Blockchain technology is used
in the development of proposed network architecture for
multi-robot collaboration in the quarantine area. Blockchain
is used to store information about the robot sensing environ-
ment (sensors, cameras). Smart contracts are used to define
the robot state and store information in order to control
robots (i.e., action, behavior, navigation, resources, etc.) of
multi-robot collaboration. The information received from the
robot shares with other robots via a smart contract. Smart
contracts sent information to edge intelligent computing to
change the required robot action and behavior locally for
performing specific tasks effectively and efficiently. Edge
intelligent computing unit handles the interaction between
multi-robot intelligently, while themonitoring unit can access
the blockchain and follow robots until performing a spe-
cific task according to adopting efficient analysis methods.
Figure 9 illustrates the possibility to control robots in the team
with the help of smart contracts. It shows the composition
of the proposed architecture, such as robots and ledgers.
RobotChain represents the ledger, which contains a smart
contract.

In figure 9, robot 1 detects something valuable/essential
data, AI in edge computing analysis data. Then, robot 1 sends
important information (block, hash, and ID) to RobotChain.
Robot 2 to Robot N can access the information sent by robot 1
via smart contract as log and information. The monitoring
unit can access smart contracts and analysis. The monitoring
unit can add blocks (hash and ID). Finally, smart contracts
in RobotChain send comments for controlling all robots in

multi-robot collaboration and change robot behavior accord-
ing to smart contracts comments.

Blockchain network technology helps to update the loca-
tions of each robot on the distributed ledger in real-time.
Each robot can access the real-time location of all robots
in the blockchain network to avoid collisions. For instance,
all robots are used for different purposes in the quarantine
area (i.e., delivering the medical supplies and goods, moni-
toring and detecting the people who are breaking the rules,
automating spray disinfectants, and identifying the infected
person of COVID-19). All robots update (speed, location,
resources, delivery time and date, and ID) to blockchain
network technology in real-time and authenticated.

The proposed framework solution of combining blockchain
and multi-robot can control homogenous or heterogeneous
multi-robot by avoiding collisions while performing tasks
in the quarantine area. Therefore, each robot has several
sensors for different needs. For instance, the robot has a stop
sensor in order to stop robots. RobotChain is a decentralized
ledger that is used to store robot history events, status in high
securing. Furthermore, the RobotChain can handle a large
number of transactions produced from multi-robot per sec-
ond. Moreover, controlling robots in multi-robot collabora-
tion does not need human intervention. This is because smart
contract availability can automatically select suitable action
based on gathered data from the quarantine area. It notes
that there is no human interaction in the operation area of
multi-robot collaboration.

Moreover, it observes that controlling multi-robot collab-
oration by blockchain can be applicable for real applications
such as fighting COVID-19 and future pandemics. Further-
more, controlling robots becomes easy to adapt and maintain
the new robot task/ action since a new smart contract handles
the new requirement. Therefore, joining any robot cannot
affect the combating of COVID-19 and future pandemics
system.

B. DECENTRALIZED MULTI-ROBOT COLLABORATION
Multi-robot can assist in many purposes in combating
COVID-19, such as monitoring, spray disinfection, deliver-
ing, detecting, and identifying infected cases of COVID-19.
However, a managing multi-robot network needs protocols
and efficient techniques to perform its complex tasks effi-
ciently in real-time. Furthermore, multi-robot needs collabo-
ration to share their locations, flying speed, decision making,
battery status, purposes, and tasks. Multi-robot collaboration
needs to reach the common goal based on joint intention and
planning, but decision-making during action planning is chal-
lenged. With the support of the IoT, Cloud/Edge computing,
and AI, multi-robot has become adaptive, collaborative, and
connected, thereby enabling complex interactions amongst
decentralized robots.

Homogenous and heterogeneous multi-robot collabora-
tion networks suffer from a single point of failure, whereas
a decentralized robot network suffers from lacking global
knowledge. For instance, robot malfunction is one common
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FIGURE 9. Multi-robot control for combating COVID-19.

problem in the collaboration of multi-robot. The malfunc-
tioning robot in a centralized network cause destroying the
robots function network due to the dependency of robots.
The dependency makes the center unable to reach any robot
data if a malfunctioning robot happened. Multi-robot col-
laboration may be partitioned dynamically, and there are
no communication channels between partitions due to com-
munication challenges or navigational. Network partitioning
can disturb multi-robot collaboration operation and decrease
the effectiveness of combating the COVID-19 outbreak. Dif-
ferent network portioning in heterogeneous multi-robot col-
laboration may be in different actions, states, and needs,
leading to conflicting. Here, managing portioning toler-
ance and adapting network partitions become an essential
requirement for multi-robot collaboration functionality to
combat COVID-19. Therefore, we introduced a decentralized
ledger platform with corresponding protocols and algorithms
to enable heterogeneous multi-robot collaboration to tolerate
network partition and malfunctioning or byzantine robots in
the hospital.

Many works have proposed to use blockchain technol-
ogy to facilitate multi-robot collaboration and management
in literature. Blockchain adapted to support many events
quickly to deal with many interacting robots in the network.

Furthermore, blockchain can improve transaction speed and
how a multi-robot change behavior to combat COVID-19.
Blockchain is an essential technology for improving the
decentralization issue in which swarm robots are suffering.
It is of paramount importance to use blockchain technology
for sharing data between robots at a high level of authentica-
tion with energy efficiency and high accuracy. Sharing smart
contracts in the blockchain network between robots allows
each robot to read other robot’s data. Therefore, multi-robot
can reach to consensus collaboratively to combat COVID-19
effectively in real-time.

Planning actions and agreements are related to transactions
stored in the blockchain, and therefore, no need for training
and learning in case of new robot joined or failed. A new
robot can download the ledger from a smart contract and
then start planning action accordingly. However, a malfunc-
tioning robot can be replaced by another one quickly. Fur-
thermore, the robot can borrow missing information from
neighbors due to a malfunctioning device. Blockchain
technology becomes more critical due to support the decen-
tralized and share data in real-time among multi-robot col-
laboration. With blockchain, robots play a crucial role in
controlling public health emergencies such as combating the
COVID-19 outbreak.
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FIGURE 10. Consensus algorithm with sharding technique in blockchain for multi drone.

The consensus algorithm improves multi-robot collabo-
ration, with a focus on network partitioning and byzantine
members. Fault-tolerant consensus algorithms are forced to
make trade-offs within a triangle formed by the number of
robots. Therefore, multi-robot reaches the consensus, the
communication overhead of the consensus protocol, and the
latency required to reach the finality. Furthermore, shard-
ing is a scheme to increase blockchain scalability so that
the transaction processing and world state are limited in
the sharing range, as shown in figure.10. As the sharding
architecture matches well with the community feature of
robots, the existing sharding scheme can be improved to
accommodate fault tolerance. The consensus algorithms with
dynamic sharding techniques based on location, task types,
community (membership), flight speed, population, etc., are
used to support network partitioning with malfunctioning
robots. Consensus algorithms enable robots collaboration
with a tolerance of network partition and malfunctioning

robots with improving the decentralization of multi-robot at
low cost.

Furthermore, blockchain technology has not been used
until now for developing the decentralized ledger plat-
form with a consensus algorithm to improve multi-robot
collaboration. Secondly, scalability is also a problem in join-
ing a new robot to blockchain network technology due to lim-
ited sharing rang. Therefore, the integrated dynamic sharding
techniques and consensus algorithms in the blockchain is
supporting the scalability of robot collaboration. Flexible
and more autonomous solutions to robot decision-making in
distributed systems must tackle the new wave of challenges.
For example, in performing every sub-task, each robot needs
an agreement from other robots, as shown in figure 10, with
the help of blockchain, decision-making stores in the block,
and shares for public robots in the group.

Briefly, taking advantage of both the sharding technique
and consensus algorithms can improve network partitioning,
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FIGURE 11. Consensus algorithms benefit and applications.

robot malfunctioning, and the blockchain network’s scal-
ability. Therefore, it is expected to develop multi-robot
collaboration more realistically and dynamically. Con-
sequently, the response time for taking action and
decision-making with the help of blockchain technology for
multi-robot collaboration can be reduced with better perfor-
mance and energy efficiency.

1) CONSENSUS ALGORITHM
Consensus algorithms in a decentralized blockchain network
allow robots to reach an agreement and transactions whenever
it is required. Figure.11 shows suitable consensus algorithms
for the development of blockchain types. Consensus algo-
rithms allow robots in the blockchain network to trust all
robots. The consensus algorithm plays a vital role in manag-
ing the collaboration in multi-robot [91]. In [81], the consen-
sus algorithms are discussed in detail. Consensus algorithms
in blockchain can provide decentralized, secure, and scalable
solutions in multi-robot collaboration [92]. Fault-tolerant
consensus algorithms are forced to make trade-offs within a
triangle formed by the number of robots. Figure 11 illustrates
the consensus algorithms (i.e., PoW, PoS, and PBFT) benefits
and limitations.

2) SHARDING TECHNIQUE
The enormous computational resources are the reason behind
the challenges of PoW salability [93]. Furthermore, PBFT is
suffering from scalability due to communication costs and
broadcasting messages [94]. The authors of [95] addressed
the scalability limitations of blockchain and introduced how
the network is partitioned into small subnetworks. The imple-
mentation of the sharding protocol was for permissionless
blockchain. Sharding can tolerate byzantine robots prede-
fined fraction in the network. Then authors of [96] proposed
sharding in the blockchains, in which Merkle Patricia trees

or Merklix trees [97] were used to different shards state to
global state.

Currently, the most significant effort is being given
to decentralized development, scalable, and permissionless
secure blockchain, which designs of Ethereum 2.0 [98].
Therefore, considerable computational resources are not
required for mining [99]. Ethereum 2.0 has embraced PoS
as a consensus algorithm, while PoW uses it to secure the
network and shard scalability. In order to deploy smart con-
tracts in the blockchain network with shards, two techniques
can be applied. First, the shard synchronization technique
can allow data flow between shards. Second, the contract is
executed within every single shard. The DAG [100], [101]
and membership [58] based approaches will be considered
to integrate with different sharding scheme. It notes that the
proposed framework solution for combating COVID-19 can
be established a much more realistic collaboration that could
avoid failure tolerance and network partitioning.

VI. APPLICATION DOMAINS
A. MONITORING QUARANTINE AREA
The robot body contains many smart devices for differ-
ent needs and purposes. Smart devices are used to capture
environmental data. For instance, for combating COVID-19,
robots are equipped with high-resolution cameras to capture
absence mask images, speak announce for social distance and
separate people gathering, and thermal camera for detecting
infected persons of COVID-19 earlier. With AI help robots
can recognize the activities according to the use purpose
(detecting infected person, detecting absence mask, detecting
gathering people, recognizing social distance between peo-
ple). The blockchain serves as a ledger to store information in
different communication protocols, share stored information
to all robots in a decentralized blockchain network, as shown
in figure.12.

Smart contracts are used to interact between heterogeneous
robots and control robots in the quarantine area. Edge intelli-
gent computing unit handles the interaction between robots in
the blockchain. An intelligent algorithm is prepared for activ-
ity recognition (absence mask, high body temperature, social
distance), which can extract and classify a person’s unique
features. A smart contract will then identify the needs actions
to be taken by the monitoring units (absence mask, high body
temperature, social distance). Smart contracts send informa-
tion to edge intelligent computing to change robot actions
and behavior for performing specific tasks effectively and
efficiently. In this context, the information about how many
infected people is stored in the blockchain. If the number
of infected people changes, the smart contract automatically
determines and updates infected people. Furthermore, robots
are coupled with a computing unit that can handle the inter-
action with robots in the blockchain, as shown in figure.12.

In detecting absence mask, the robot detects absence
mask person and social distance from long distance. Then,
the robot produces an alarm immediately and registers the
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FIGURE 12. The architecture of multi-drone collaboration for high body temperature and mask absence.

event automatically in the blockchain. The mask detection
unit should be prepared to take action against the detected
person in the case alarm still updates and registers in the
blockchain (robot ID, detected person location, movement,
direction, etc.).

Figure 12 shows that the high-temperature robot detects an
infected person of COVID-19 from a long distance using a
thermal camera. Robot analysis the gathered data about the
capture thermal image intelligently. A high body temperature
robot sends essential information extracted from the captured
image (block, hash, and ID) to RobotChain. The high body
temperature robot registers the infected person registers in the
blockchain (robot ID, infected person location, movement,
direction, etc.). All robots in the blockchain network will
be informed via a smart contract. These robots can access
the information sent by high-temperature robots via smart
contracts as log and information.

Therefore, the guide/ announced robot produces an alert
immediately (detecting infected person) and guides the
infected person and people nearby. Furthermore, spray disin-

fection comes closer to the infected person for autonomous
spray disinfectant, while the delivery robot provides the
required medicine and mask in case an infected person is an
absent mask. A self-driving robot takes the infected person
to the nearest hospital to ensure that the detected person
is infected with COVID-19. Also, the monitoring unit can
access smart contracts and analysis intelligently the infor-
mation sent by high-temperature robots. The monitoring unit
can add blocks (hash and ID). Finally, smart contracts in
RobotChain send comments for controlling all robots in
multi-robot collaboration and change robot behavior accord-
ing to smart contracts comments.

The procedure of monitoring multi-robot collaboration to
combat COVID-19 is shown in figure.13. It also shows how
blockchain helps to control and decentralized multi-robot
collaboration.

B. QUARANTINE E2E DELIVERY SYSTEM
Delivery robots can serve people in the quarantine area
because robots can transport medicines and goods. In this
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FIGURE 13. Algorithm of monitoring multi-robot collaboration to combat COVID-19.

case, we focus on delivering robots for medicine and food
to the quarantine area. For reliable and fast robot com-
munication, network connectivity is required, such as 5G.
Furthermore, mobile network connectivity is preferable to
provide high quality, secure connectivity to improve robot
communications security and safety. Moreover, a security
attack on robot communication networks is needed in order
to control steal or spoof attack vectors. Attack vectors are
including monitoring (i.e., monitoring data from the cen-
ter unit), control (i.e., getting data from and to the center
unit), and data acquisition (i.e., location, speed, and sens-
ing environment). To avoid attack vectors, a combination of
blockchain and delivery robots is a suitable solution over 5G.
Therefore, 5G is offering various benefits to the combination
of delivery robots and blockchain. The benefits include high
data reliability in goods delivery, faster access to data due to
decentralized characteristic, high availability of data due to
a distributed ledger, network fault-tolerant due to each robot
has a copy of the ledger, the resistance from data modification

attack, and the new robot can join blockchain after all robots
verification.

Figure 14 illustrates the proposed framework solution
for delivery robots in the quarantine area. The proposed
framework network architecture consists of three layers,
including the donate layer, blockchain layer, received layer.
The received layer requests medicine and food from the
donating layer through the blockchain network by Ethereum.
Donated prepared the order with encrypted data from donated
(path, receiver, and robot ID and location). Smart contact in
blockchain verifies and executes the status condition between
donated and receiver, then stores the verification in the
blockchain network. Therefore, the data in the blockchain
is secure, reliable, and traceable. In such a delivery system,
a quarantined person makes an order for delivery (online).

The smart contract will be generated automatically with
sufficient data about (the order purpose, person location,
donated location, trajectory, etc.) and transfer the smart con-
tract to the blockchain. Here, the required delivery robot will
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FIGURE 14. Delivery of food and medicine in blockchain envisioned robots networks.

FIGURE 15. Algorithm of multi-robot collaboration for quarantine E2E
delivery system.

accept to perform this contract. A person is then quarantined
to inform about assigned robots, the required time for deliv-
ery, and registered trajectory. As soon as the donated made

order ready, the assigned robot starts performing the missing
and updated location simultaneously to the smart contracts.
Finally, the robot notified both people and denoted that
order was delivered successfully via updating dispatching
and returning to the blockchain’s source station information.
Figure 15 illustrates the procedure of the outdoor E2E deliv-
ery system and blockchain function during multi-robot col-
laboration to deliver goods during COVID-19.

C. HOSPITAL E2E DELIVERY SYSTEM
In the hospital, E2E delivery system is critical to avoid
interaction between hospital staff and infected persons of
COVID-19. A delivery robot can deliver goods or foods
to the patients inside the hospital, as shown in figure.16.
Figure.16 shows that many robots are working together in the
same space in order to combat COVID-19. Several infected
patients are admitted to rooms. Disinfection cleaning, nurse,
delivering food and medicine, and monitoring robots are
used to serve the infected patients of COVID-19. In this
scenario, blockchain technology helps in collaborating with
heterogenous multi-robots to combat COVID-19 collabora-
tively, intelligently, and efficiently in a decentralized fashion
without collusion.

In E2E delivery system, delivery robots update location,
speed etc., into the blockchain, while the blockchain shares
the updated informationwith all robots, infected persons, etc.,
via smart contract. A specific robot to deliver particular tasks
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FIGURE 16. Multi-robot collaboration to combat COVID-19 in hospital.

reaches the infected location, package registers in blockchain,
and status updated (package has delivered successfully).
Previously, robots in the hospital, Wuhan, China, are used
for delivering food to the patient room via speaking at the
room door.

For instance, testing robot/ nurse robots can update
infected person status to the blockchain; doctors access smart
contracts and suggest suitable medicine for current smart
contracts. Pharmacia checks the smart contracts and prepared
essential medicine according to doctor suggestions. Then,
the delivery robot comes to deliver suggested medicine from
Pharmacy to an infected person, including an explanation of
how to use the suggested medicine. An infected person opens
the door and takes medicine.

Therefore, the interaction between doctor, nurse, and hos-
pital staff is not required. Therefore, it notes that delivery
robots collaborate with other robots in hospitals plays a
critical role in combating COVID-19 outbreak effectively
and efficiently in a high-security. In smart hospitals, smart
IoT devices placed at the door can join as new nodes in
the blockchain. Then, the infected person’s room door can
open automatically as soon as the delivery robot reached
the door. Blockchain is used to store robot updated data to
ensure the door opens for a specific robot. As the robot
reached near to the patient’s door, the blockchain updates
the location, speed and shares it with the door. Therefore,

IoT devices in the supposed room door enable the door
to identify and verify the blockchain-based automatic share
of robots’ updated location in smart contracts to open the
door and let the robot enter the room and close the door
when robots go out. Here, the blockchain technology network
enables the interaction between smart IoT devices placed
at the door and robots collaboratively to deliver things to a
patient bed. Therefore, the collaboration of robots and IoT
devices can help robots to reach an infected person in a critical
situation due to COVID-19. For the E2E delivery system
in the hospital, figure 17 shows the procedures and func-
tions of multi-robot to combat COVID-19 with blockchain
technology.

Briefly, the summary of study cases and the proposed
framework is shown in table.3. It describes the uses of robots
for combating COVID-19 either in hospitals or in the quaran-
tine area. Robots’ primary purpose for combating COVID-19
is reducing people’s interaction by monitoring, broadcasting,
replacing the human, spray disinfection, cleaning, delivering
goods, and medical supplies. However, several problems may
occur during robot task performance, such as collusion, nav-
igation, joining a new robot to the team, malfunctioning,
and E2E delivery system. Blockchain technology network
represents the critical technology in offering an appreci-
ated solution for robot collaboration issues for combating
COVID-19. Algorithms and techniques are also discussed to
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FIGURE 17. Algorithm of multi-robot collaboration for hospital E2E delivery system.

improve blockchain technology in robot collaboration, such
as consensus algorithms and sharding techniques.

VII. DISCUSSION
Currently, robots are a promising solution for avoiding inter-
action between people during COVID-19 by delivering goods
and medical supplies, spray disinfection, cleaning, moni-
toring, detecting high body temperature, or mask absence,
broadcasting information, etc. In this section, we discuss
how blockchain can provide numerous uses in multi-robot
collaboration for combating COVID-19.

A. CHALLENGES
This paper aims to define the proposed framework solu-
tions for multi-robot by blockchain to combat COVID-19
and future pandemics. Some of the challenges of the
proposed framework solutions are including (i) management
of blockchain lifecycles, (ii) ensuring that joining new robots
into the blockchain network is to show the real quality of their

data. Furthermore, the complexity is that it is challenging
to evaluate robot sensing capabilities and data quality. The
complexity may significantly impact robot resources and
inaccurate data gathered by IoT devices.

B. OPPORTUNITIES
We observe some opportunities regarding combat COVID-19
in outdoor and hospital delivery systems such as smart homes
and smart hospitals. Smart cities represent the key technology
for combating COVID-19. As part of smart cities and smart
hospitals, blockchain can be developed by deploying smart
infrastructure of the environment (supported by smart IoT
devices), where trust between multi-robot collaboration and
smart infrastructure improves robot action in the same envi-
ronment. Therefore, integration between smart IoT devices
and multi-robot collaboration in a smart environment (smart
hospital, smart city) can provide efficient data to multi-robot
collaboration and validate the data stamps from multi-robot
collaboration in the same environment.
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TABLE 3. Proposed framework solution summary for combating COVID-19 outbreak.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The combination of robots and blockchain plays a vital
role in improving the healthcare domain in early diagnosis,
quarantine time, and recovery of a disease outbreak. The
number of infected cases of COVID-19 is reduced due to the
increasing robot distributed functions for different purposes.
Blockchain enables homogenous and heterogenous robots to
combat COVID-19 collaboratively and efficiently by shar-
ing information autonomously and accessing each other’s
information. Blockchain features enable multi-robot to log
information (i.e., world states, time, location, resources,
etc.) and deliver data and robot relation to all neighbors’
robots. Therefore, blockchain empowers robots to oper-
ate safely, collaborate efficiently, act accurately and fast,
and exchange behavior quickly. Multi-robot collaboration
in blockchain network needs protocols (consensus algo-
rithms) and techniques (sharding) to keep connectivity,
avoid collision, improve network partitioning, respond in
real-time, and exchange behavior accordingly. We discuss
multi-robot collaboration in the blockchain network for con-
trolling and improve decentralization to combat COVID-
19. Applications of multi-robot collaboration for combating
COVID-19 are discussed deeply in this paper with the pro-
posed framework solution such as monitoring COVID-19,
Outdoor E2E delivery system, and hospital E2E delivery
system. Our proposed framework solutions provide poten-
tial research experimental future directions that can help
develop blockchain-based multi-robot collaboration to com-
bat COVID-19. Moreover, we motivate academic and indus-
trial researchers to give more effort into the blockchain,
multi-robot collaboration, and smart IoT technologies to
combat COVID-19 and future pandemics.
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